
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He paused at last, for it __________________ in upon his joy-blended
senses that his chum, who had always heretofore rejoiced when he rejoiced,
was making no response.

1.

(bear)

On the frontiers there was still some of the fine simplicity of olden days; but
those frontiers ____________________ further and further away from
proximity to the towns.

2.

(push)

In the second decade of the seventeenth century protests
___________________ against black slavery, but the system was continued
for nearly 250 years.

3.

(file)

But the primary lads were sure they _____________________ unfairly.4.
(treat)

The young ladies of the class moved along and made room for the new
comers, and the teacher carefully told them what chapter and verse
_____________________.

5.

(study)

Morgan realized that he _______________________!6. (hypnotize)

You feel as if you ____________________ into some valve or vortex.7.
(suck)

The truth is that the first fault was over-corrected, and the toe of the club,
instead of the heel, has this time had the turf to itself while the ball
____________________.

8.

(remove)

Black curly and his friends were watched, and found to be spending no
gold yet; and since they did not show sign of leaving the region, but continued
with their cattle, I imagine every effort _________________ to light upon their
hidden treasure.

9.

(make)

They _________________________ to Spain, where they had expected
summary punishment for their iniquities.
10.

(transport)
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He felt he would not be very much astonished to discover a line of military
cars standing at the gate, and find that an important council of war
______________________ within the building.

11.

(conduct)

Then with this appalling spectacle their footing gave way, and it seemed
as if they _____________________ up into the very heavens.
12.

(whirl)

It seemed as though the whole army ______________________.13.
(stampede)

As his mind cleared, he realized that he didn't know why he
________________________ by this doctor.
14.

(interview)

When I rose to the surface of course it was with confused senses, and
with surprise that I still lived-for I had been certain on letting go my hold that I
___________________ into eternity-yes, I fully believed that my end had
come.

15.

(hurl)

The gates ____________________; a sound of horses' hoofs and the
jingle of their furniture was audible.
16.

(open)

Jennie quieted a little, but the fact that the last visible ties
____________________ between her and her father was almost too much.
17.

(break)

With a rising gale behind her the craft ___________________ to sea at
express speed, and it was utterly impossible to retard her course.
18.

(drive)

The prisoner should be punished, but not made to feel that he
_____________________ by society for the sake of revenge.
19.

(degrade)

It happened on the day the question ___________________ that the wind
was blowing from the southwest as hard a gale as I ever saw.
20.

(argue)
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